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USS Indianapolis
Indianapolis
By Eric Haun
Sunk by Japanese torpedoes near the end
of World War II, heavy cruiser USS Indianapolis disappeared to the darkest depths
of the Philippine Sea, where it remained
undiscovered for more than 70 years. Re-

cently a team of civilian researchers led
by Microsoft co-founder Paul G. Allen set
out equipped with an arsenal of high-tech
search equipment on a mission to locate
the historic vessel last seen on July 30,
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1945. The story of the USS Indianapolis is one of military might, heroism,
tragedy, controversy and mystery. Built
by New York Shipbuilding Corporation
in Camden, N.J., the 623-ft., 9,800-ton

Portland Class heavy cruiser USS Indianapolis (CA-35) entered service in
November 1932, serving through campaigns that earned the ship 10 battle
stars over the course of World War II.
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The AUV returns to the R/V Petrel. The autonomous underwater vehicle can operate on
a submerged run for up to 20 hours.

ROV pilots aboard RV Petrel. Greensea’s
OPENSEA enabled the use of synchronized pilot and co-pilot chairs

Making of a Modern ROV
Title

Manufacturer

Model

ROV Assembly

Argus Remote Systems

BXL79

Interface #

Electric Propulsion

Argus Remote Systems

8 Station Hydraulic Manifold

Sub-Atlantic

Serial

1

18 kW Tooling HPU

Innova

440 VAC

1

6 kW Manipulator HPU

Argus Remote Systems

230 VAC

1

Water Removal Hydraulic Filtration

Cardev

Fiber Optic Multiplexer

Focal

907

1

Umbilical

Cortland Cable

Custom 17 mm

1

Automation & Datalogging

Greensea

OpenSea

Network

1

Manipulator

Schilling Robotics

Titan 4

Serial

2

HD-3G Broadcast Quality Video Camera

Insite

Mini Zeus MkII

Fiber

1

HD-SDI Video Camera

Argus Remote Systems

HD-SDI

1

Scale Reference Red Spot Laser

Cathex

24 VDC

2

SD Video

Insite

Sculpin

NTSC - SMB 6

Aphos

Serial

4

Serial

8

1
230 VAC

8

2

LED Spot Light

Cathx

LED Flood Light

Argus Remote Systems

Electric Pan & Tilt

Remote Ocean Systems

P15

Serial

3

Fiber Optic Gyro

iXblue

Phins

Serial

1

Doppler Velocity Log

Rowe

Seapilot

Serial

1

USBL Positioning System

Kongsberg

HiPAP 102

Serial

1

Acoustic Transponder

Kongsberg

cNode LF

Acoustic

1

Acoustic Responder

Kongsberg

cNode LF

Serial

1

Mechanical Scanning Sonar

Tritech

Seaking

Serial

1

Multi Beam Sonar

Blueview

M450

Ethernet

1

Future Multi Beam Sonal

R2Sonic

2024

Gigabit

1

Sound Velocity Proler

Valeport

MiniSVP

Serial

1

Digital Depth Sensor

SAIV AS

TD301

Serial

1

Ethernet

24
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ROVs
search vessel in 2017, and now sails as one of the select few ships
worldwide equipped to explore 6,000 meters below the ocean’s
surface.
For the Indianapolis search, the Vulcan team conducted a significant amount of research, leveraging a combination of historical
records, detailed undersea topographical data and advanced technology to explore a 400 square nautical mile search area between
Guam and Palau in the Philippine Sea. A key data point came
from a discovery by Dr. Richard Hulver, a historian with the Naval History and Heritage Command, who identiﬁed a naval landing craft that had recorded sighting the USS Indianapolis hours
before it was torpedoed. All this research led to a new estimated
position west of where previous searches have been conducted.
But even with the new insight, ﬁnding a ship that has been missing for over seven decades is no easy task, especially at depths
greater than 5,000 meters. Aiding Vulcan’s team is a 6,000-meterrated autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), the REMUS 6000,
manufactured by Kongsberg Maritime subsidiary Hydroid Inc.,
which gathered sonar data to locate the USS Indianapolis.
Used regularly in commercial, research and defense applications, the REMUS 6000 AUV has been labeled a “deep-water
workhorse” by Hydroid. The vehicle can be conﬁgured to include
a wide variety of payloads to meet diverse mission requirements
and is capable of navigating for 20-22 hours of high speed search
operations during a single dive, providing efﬁcient coverage of
wide areas. “Outﬁtted with a payload equipped with the tools to
optimize the wreckage search, the REMUS 6000 vehicle was an
ideal, versatile solution for this mission. This is one of the many
reasons why the vehicle is in a league of its own; we are able to
design it to meet individual operational requirements,” a Hydroid
representative said. “The REMUS 6000 has proven time and time
again that it is a reliable, ﬁeld-proven solution. Speciﬁcally, it was
used in the discovery of Air France Flight 447, a passenger ﬂight
that crashed in June 2009, and to explore the site of the Titanic
sinking in July 2010.”
To ﬁnd the long-lost Indianapolis, the REMUS 6000 AUV was
equipped with long range, high resolution side scan sonar and
bathymetry equipment for scanning the seaﬂoor to detect and
classify anomalies. The EdgeTech dual frequency 2205 75kHz /
230kHz side scan with interferometric bathymetry was mounted
on the AUV to acoustically image a large 1 km range (in low
frequency mode) from each side of the vehicle while ﬂying preprogrammed deepwater searches in a mowing pattern.
Once a search grid was completed, the AUV surfaced at a preset
location for retrieval to the Petrel. On board the team downloaded
stored survey data for review and swapped batteries for redeployment. Data analysis revealed seabed anomalies such as geology
features or manmade objects/debris that could potentially point
out the location of the missing warship. Once targets of interest
were identiﬁed and mapped at closer range and higher resolution
at 230 kHz, the Petrel team deployed a newly built, class-leading
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) system for positive identiﬁcation.
For design, build and commissioning of the specialty ROV, Mr.

Allen’s team contracted 3U Technologies LLC to manage overall
system design and integration. Vulcan had initially contracted 3U
in 2012 to investigate 6,000-meter rated ROV solutions to extend
its exploration and archeology capabilities to a majority of the
world’s ocean depths. 3U worked under the direction of Robert
Kraft, Vulcan’s Director of Subsea Operations, to engineer what
Kraft called “arguably one of the most technologically advanced
and capable deep diving ROV systems in the world today.”
“Vulcan’s project team consists of experienced diving systems
professionals and was expressly determined to push the boundaries and capabilities in the deep submergence realm,” said Carl
Barrett, 3U Project Manager. “The goal was to extend the present
industry state-of-the-art to a full 6,000 meter depth capability.”
3U and Vulcan sourced, speciﬁed and designed all key systems/
subsystems and managed equipment manufacturing, testing and
integration from a worldwide supplier base. The result, Barrett
said, is a powerful 100 kW ROV system (90 kW at ROV) which
is well outﬁtted for deep ocean exploration. Key features include:
• An integrated surface control and data management suite
with intuitive interfaces;
• Dual interchangeable pilot and navigation control stations
with ergonomic Cyber chairs;
• INS and DVL Based Automation: Waypoint navigation and
station keeping; sonar target tracking and station keeping;
• Powerful all-electric propulsion with 550 kg horizontal and
780 kg vertical thrust capacity;
• 4500 VAC, 17mm diameter umbilical;
• 5 kW LED lighting system;
• Broadcast quality HDTV video cameras;
• Scanning and multi-beam sonar systems;
• Fiber optic MUX featuring multiple high bandwidth data
channels: Gigabit Ethernet; Serial Data;
• Dual Titan 4 manipulators: Isolated hydraulic supply; and
• 18 kW tooling hydraulic system: Operator adjustable flow
and pressure
Barrett explained that the Petrel ROV serves primarily as a
camera and survey sensor platform that must maintain a no-touch
policy out of respect for the hallowed wreck sites it typically explores. “The vehicle system must provide a stable platform with
excellent station keeping capabilities for close proximity video
work, have a powerful propulsion system to combat currents impacting both the ROV and the entire 6,000 meter umbilical length,
provide the operators with outstanding situational awareness and
operate reliably and efﬁciently for extended durations,” he said.
Also instrumental to the mission was the OPENSEA operating platform from Greensea, which “provided a stable, automated
operating platform for acquisition of stunning video sequences,
created operational efﬁciencies which minimized operator task
loading and dramatically simpliﬁed integration of a large suite
of camera and sensor packages into a coherent and intuitive operator interface,” Barrett said. “Greensea’s data management and
archival system provides ease of access to a wealth of data (past
and present) such that operators can maintain situational awareness and monitor vehicle health with minimum effort to maintain
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focus on mission goals.”
Synchronized pilot and co-pilot chairs allowed vehicle control and navigation to be switched between pilots, complete with
touchscreen displays to support simultaneous operation of lights,
cameras, positioning and hydraulics. The system even included
an automated ascent and descent for the umbilical winch that enabled pilots to automatically synchronize ROV depths.
“Greensea’s OPENSEA control system is crucial to our success
for extreme deep diving operations. Never before have I experienced an ROV control environment as uniﬁed, conﬁgurable or
integrated as this one,” Kraft said.
With help from some of the most capable and advanced equipment available, the Vulcan team located the wreckage of the USS
Indianapolis on August 19, resting 5,500 meters below the surface in the Philippine Sea where it will remain undisturbed as a

naval war grave. The wreck’s exact location was provided to the
U.S. Navy exclusively, as the wreck is property of the U.S. Navy.
“To be able to honor the brave men of the USS Indianapolis and
their families through the discovery of a ship that played such a
signiﬁcant role during World War II is truly humbling,” Mr. Allen
said in a press release announcing the discovery. “As Americans,
we all owe a debt of gratitude to the crew for their courage, persistence and sacriﬁce in the face of horrendous circumstances.
While our search for the rest of the wreckage will continue, I
hope everyone connected to this historic ship will feel some measure of closure at this discovery so long in coming.”
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